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Interested in working with
Bright Productions?

Bright Productions, Inc.

Email us at info@brightproductions.com
or call us at 707 585 2088
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Working with

BRIGHT
PRODUCTIONS

We understand the unique
challenges and opportunities
presented by working with a

Bright Productions is a full-service

potential niche audience and know

marketing agency specializing in

how to make connections with

social media marketing, web

your customers that will stick. Our

design, online advertising, and

talented team has the skill sets to

content creation. We are known

create and service the most

for our unwavering ethics and for

complex projects from scratch to a

always doing what is in the best

polished finish. We are large

interest of our clients. Our loyal

enough to handle complex

client base best illustrates our

projects, yet small enough to

success. In particular, we have a

provide personal, attentive service.

wealth of experience working with
specialty food companies.

Expertise, Responsiveness,
and Ethics.

MEET THE TEAM

BRIAN PETRO
FOUNDER/CEO

EMILY CARUSO

CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER

STEVE RUSTAD

CREATIVE DIRECTOR

MARK BROWN
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

TESTIMONIALS

"Bright Productions
is very easy to work
with, responsive, and
collaborative. I
couldn't ask for a
better partner to
work with."

"Their team is prompt,
professional, honest,
and knowledgable.
They have been
helping us out since
2002 and have never
disappointed."

"Brian and his staff are amazing!!
Extremely helpful and available when I
have needed them the most. I am very
grateful for all their help and highly
recommend them to everyone!!"

CASE STUDIES
Learn more about how Bright Productions can elevate
your business through digital marketing by checking
out success stories from our clients.

CLICK TO VIEW

INFLUENCER MARKETING
Bright Productions hand-selects the perfect
influencers for your brand and demographic making
content creation and growth affordable and effective.

Our clients have reported that the cost per result from Influencer
Marketing is HALF the cost of traditional social media advertising!
We vet all of the influencers we work with to make sure they are
professional, creative, and deliver results:

CROSS-PROMOTION GIVEAWAYS
Social media giveaways are an effective and affordable
way to grow your online presence organically. We
search for brands that seamlessly fit with your industry
to co-host giveaways in order to drive more followers
to your social media channels.

We are honored to give back to our
community through pro-bono work.
Ask us about our grants!

